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Opinion of László Varga about GB Table Tennis Blades 
                                            one of the best club trainers in Hungary 
 
 
My product experiences: 
 
I’ve used GB SCIENCE Blade for 4 months and more of my players 
changed his/her traditional table tennis blade to GB SCIENCE.  
 
GB SCIENCE ensures excellent catch of the blade. The hand does 
not move on the handle, because of the special development. The 
development of many competitors was set back, because they 
moved their hands on the handle. The player slipped his/her 
forefinger on the rubber and made forehand and backhand strokes 
with different catches. Mainly by forehand he slipped the forefinger 
out, and then by backhand pulled it back. Therefore the techniques 
were not stable, and because of the loss of time the change from 
forehand to backhand resulted a wrong, poorly controlled stroke. 
The catch of GB SCIENCE is developed in the way that it is almost 
impossible to move the fingers, so that it ensures a stable catch. 
 
By spinning the ball the tangential force increases thank to the form of the blade and the position of 
the handle – the result is a bigger and stronger spinning power. Significant, 20-30% better spinning! 
So strong spinning you could give only with the former STIGA blades (Flisan, Original, Tony 
Larsson etc.) which were huge blades. However, these blades were quite heavy due to the 
huge head, so GB-Blades are much more useful in the quick type of play of nowadays. 
 
I think spinning with backhand can be controlled much better. It can be done with less energy and 
quicker.  
After getting the ball, reacting is easier.  
In short match the form of the blade is very beneficial. 
You need 2-3 month to get used to GB-Blades, but after this I have seen an improvement of 2-4 
points by the players who changed blades. 
 
GB CLASSIC: Children insisting on the classical blades can learn to play exceedingly and quicker with 
this blade because the shape of the handle guarantees safe and correct catch for the beginners. 
 
I strongly believe based on the 4 months experience of mine, that the training of juniors is quicker and 
technically easier with this type of handle.  
 
László Varga 
 
Malév Sport Club 
Director of Section 
Leader Trainer 
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/ Result of Mr. Varga: 

 Hungarian Champion 
 Champion - Superliga of Club teams 
 North American Teams Champion with the adult team in 1996, 1997, 2000 
 2001 X. Division Champion, 2003 III. Division Champion, 2004 II. Division 
 Champion with the „cadet” team              

 
His most productive players: 

 Zoltán Varga: 68 x part of the national team, Junior Champion of Europe, 5th place on the 
Junior World Championship, 5th on the adult European Championship, more times Hungarian 
Champion, 
He beat for example J.PERSSON, E.LINDH, P.KARLSSON. D.SURBEK, A.GRUBBA, Z. 
PRIMORAC, A.COOKE, DING YI, WANG YANSHENG, WANG HAO ,CHEN XINHUA. 

 Dániel Schaffer: part of the adult national team, 8th place in the European junior ranking 
 Gergely Perei: part of the junior national team, silver medal on junior European Championship 
 Soma Fekete: part of the junior national team 
 Gábor Orosz: part of the junior national team 

 
And his players were also: 

 Ferenc Pázsy (1992-2000): he got part of the national team while training with him, more 
times Hungarian Champion, bronze medal on adult European Championship 

 Péter Muskó (1994-1999): he got part of the national team while training with him, Hungarian 
Champion 

 Attila Turbók (1994-2000): Hungarian Champion 
 Fan Yi Yong (1994-1998): he lead him in the elite again after retiring/ 

 


